Colors defined by the two intermediate directions in color space, "orange-cyan" and "lime-magenta," elicit the same spatiotemporal average response from the two cardinal chromatic channels in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). While we found LGN functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) responses to these pairs of colors were statistically indistinguishable, primary visual cortex (V1) fMRI responses were stronger to orange-cyan. Moreover, linear combinations of single-cell responses to cone-isolating stimuli of V1 cone-opponent cells also yielded stronger predicted responses to orange-cyan over lime-magenta, suggesting these neurons underlie the fMRI result. These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that V1 recombines LGN signals into "higher-order" mechanisms tuned to noncardinal color directions. In light of work showing that natural images and daylight samples are biased toward orange-cyan, our findings further suggest that V1 is adapted to daylight. V1, especially doubleopponent cells, may function to extract spatial information from color boundaries correlated with scene-structure cues, such as shadows lit by ambient blue sky juxtaposed with surfaces reflecting sunshine.
INTRODUCTION
Color processing in humans is thought to be mediated by two cardinal chromatic mechanisms that have been characterized psychophysically [1] and that have been accounted for in terms of the physiology of two populations of neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of macaque monkeys [2] . The two mechanisms have been loosely described as "red-green" and "blue-yellow," although the color terms associated with the colors that yield maximum activation of each mechanism do not align with human color categories of these color names. One chromatic mechanism is characterized by comparing L and M signals (L versus M) and the other by subtracting S from a combination of L M signals (S versus L M). Together these form the horizontal and vertical (cardinal) axes of the "DKL" color space (Fig. 1A) , within which one can also define two intermediate axes: an "orange-cyan" axis and a "lime-magenta" axis. A stimulus comprising lime and magenta colors will have the same spatiotemporal average cone contrast as one comprising orange and cyan colors because both activate the two cardinal mechanisms (channels) to the same extent, but in different phase [3] : both sets of gratings comprise L − M (red-green) and S (blue-yellow) gratings, but the blue phase is paired with the red phase in the lime-magenta gratings and paired with the cyan in the orange-cyan gratings. As we describe in Section 4, the chromaticities of daylight samples taken throughout the day would fall in the same quadrants of DKL space as the orange-cyan intermediate axis (see Fig. 9C below) .
An important question of color processing concerns the mechanisms by which LGN signals are subsequently processed by the cerebral cortex to bring about the various dimensions of color including hue, saturation, and brightness, as well as related phenomena like color contrast and color constancy [5] . Functional imaging results in humans show that the responses in primary visual cortex (V1) to the two intermediate axes are not the same magnitude: specifically, the response to colors along the lime-magenta axis is stronger than the response to colors along the orange-cyan axis [3] . That V1 does not respond to the same extent to the two intermediate axes is evidence that V1 plays an important role in transforming the two cardinal axes: the differential response to the two intermediate axes suggests the intermediate axes are recombined in V1 and represented by distinct "higher-order" channels [6] .
Here we address the color tuning of V1 with two sets of experiments conducted in alert macaque monkeys. In the first set of experiments, we measure the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) responses to colors defined by the DKL color space, replicating in macaque monkeys the experiments that Goddard et al. [3] conducted in humans; in the second set of experiments, we measure the responses of cone-opponent neurons in V1 of an alert macaque using single-unit recording and analyze the responses in standard DKL color space. As predicted by Goddard et al. [3] , our fMRI experiments do not show identical responses to the two intermediate axes.
But unlike Goddard et al. [3] , we find a stronger fMRI response to the orange-cyan intermediate axis, not the limemagenta axis. Our single-unit experiments, which address the chromatic tuning of a small subset of V1 neurons, the cone-opponent cells, show a similar bias for orange-cyan.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. fMRI Two male rhesus macaques (7-8 kg), M1 and M2, housed in standard 12∶12 light-dark cycle and given food ad libitum were scanned at Massachusetts General Hospital Martinos Imaging Center (MGH) in a 3-T Allegra (Siemens, New York, New York) scanner using a custom-made four-channel send/ receive surface coil (Martinos Center, MGH, Charlestown, Massachusetts) and standard echo planar imaging [repetition time TR 2 s, 98 × 63 × 98 matrix, 1 mm 3 voxels]. Using juice rewards, animals were trained to sit in a sphinx position in a custom-made plastic chair placed inside the bore of the scanner and to fixate a central spot presented on a display screen 49 cm away. Head position was maintained using surgically implanted custom-made plastic head posts (see surgical details below). An infrared eye tracker (ISCAN, Burlington, Massachusetts) was used to monitor eye movements, and animals were only rewarded for maintaining their gaze within ∼1°of the central fixation target.
Magnetic resonance (MR) signal contrast was enhanced using a microparticular iron oxide agent (MION), Feraheme (AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, Massachusetts), injected intravenously into the femoral vein below the knee just prior to scanning (8-10 mg∕kg, diluted in saline). Decreases in MION signals correspond to increases in blood-oxygenlevel-dependent (BOLD) response; all MION signals have been inverted to facilitate comparison with BOLD signals.
All imaging and surgical procedures conformed to the local and National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Harvard Medical School Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
B. Surgery
In order to maintain head stabilization during testing, plastic (Delrin) head posts were implanted using standard sterile surgical procedures. Animals were anesthetized with ketamine [15 mg∕kg intramuscular (i.m.)] and xylazine (2 mg∕kg i.m.) and given atropine (0.05 mg∕kg i.m.) to reduce salivary fluid production. Depth of anesthesia was maintained with 1%-2% isoflurane in oxygen administered with a tracheal tube. Animals were given a pre-emptive dose of buprenorphine (0.005 mg∕kg i.m.) and flunixin (1.0 mg∕kg i.m.) as analgesics and a prophylactic dose of an antibiotic (Baytril, 5 mg∕kg i.m.). Antibiotic was administered again 1.5 h into surgery; buprenorphine and flunixin were given for 48 h postoperatively. During the surgery, the animals were placed in a stereotaxic holder, and sterile techniques were used to insert ceramic screws and inverted plastic "T" bolts into the skull. A head post was placed on the surface of the skull and cemented in place to the skull, anchored by the screws and T bolts using dental acrylic. The animals were closely monitored after surgery for signs of pain or infection and treated accordingly. The animals recovered for two months before resuming training.
C. Color Stimuli
For fMRI experiments, visual stimuli were displayed on a screen (41°× 31°) 49 cm in front of the animal using a JVC DLA projector (1024 × 768 pixels). All stimuli spanned the entire screen, contained a small central fixation cross to engage fixation, and were presented in a blocked paradigm.
Color stimuli were generated in DKL color space [2, 4] and calibrated using spectral readings taken with a PR-655 spectroradiometer (Photo Research, Inc., Chatsworth, California) using procedures developed by Hansen and Zaidi (personal communication) [7, 8] . The spectra were multiplied with the Judd-revised Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage coordinates (CIE) 1931 color matching functions [9, 10] to derive CIE xyY coordinates of the monitor phosphors [11] . Eight color directions were chosen, evenly sampling the azimuth of the equiluminant plane of DKL space (Table 1 , Fig. 1 ). Chromaticity coordinates and cone contrasts differed slightly between experiments due to projector bulb performance changing over time. Stimuli were recalibrated one or two days before each experiment.
Color stimuli were presented as heterochromatic vertically oriented trapezoid-wave gratings defined by four chromatic
; the gratings (2.9 cycles∕degree, 0.75 cycle∕s) were drifted back and forth, switching directions every 2 s [12] . The color names used to describe these stimuli were those used by Goddard et al. [3] , although these names do not correspond to the names human observers [2, 4] . Insets show windows from each stimulus condition, with the stimuli of interest to this paper highlighted in black (cyan-orange and lime-magenta). B. Experimental fixation task and fMRI experimental block design. Each frame represents the display presented to the animal. Chromatic stimuli were drifting heterochromatic gratings (2.9 cycles/deg; 0.75 cycle/s) spanning the central20°o f visual field. Two experiments were run, which differed in the sequence of the stimuli and in the contrast of the achromatic gratings (see text for details). might use to identify the colors of the gratings. For example, most observers would describe the "orange-cyan" grating as comprising yellowish-orange and blue.
Cone excitation was predicted using the Smith and Pokorny cone fundamentals [13] ; lime-magenta and orange-cyan gratings were made so that they generated the same spatiotemporal average Michelson cone contrast (Table 2) . Taking lime-magenta as an example, cone contrast (C) was calculated as follows:
where L lime , M lime , and S lime are the predicted L, M, and S cone activities produced by the lime component of the limemagenta grating, and L magenta , M magenta , and S magenta are the cone activities produced by the magenta component. Table 2 reports the absolute value of the cone contrast for each stimulus. As part of a separate study, we presented achromatic gratings (4%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% luminance contrast) during separate blocks of grating stimulation, although responses to these stimuli are not described here. The present study focuses on responses to the orange-cyan and lime-magenta stimulation periods (blocks) and, in Fig. 5 below, on all the chromatic conditions. We conducted two fMRI experiments. The first experiment used the four equiluminant chromatic gratings and an achromatic grating of luminance contrast 20% (Fig. 1B , left panel). Blocks in which achromatic or chromatic gratings appeared were separated in time by blocks of uniform gray that were matched in mean luminance to the blocks during which gratings were presented (Table 1) . These "gray" blocks allow the fMRI signals to reset to baseline following each grating stimulus. The stimulus sequence of the first experiment consisted of 17 blocks (16 TRs∕block, 2 s∕TR) in the following order: gray, achromatic grating, gray, red-green grating, gray, achromatic grating, gray, blue-yellow grating, gray, achromatic grating, gray, orange-cyan grating, gray, achromatic grating, gray, lime-magenta grating, and gray. During this experiment, 272 volumes (1 volume∕TR) were acquired per scan run (16 volumes∕block) ; each scan run lasted 9 min 4 s.
The second fMRI experiment used two stimuli sequences (i.e., two orders) and achromatic gratings of various luminance contrasts (Fig. 1B, right panels) . Order 1 was gray, achromatic 4%, gray, red-green, gray, achromatic 10%, gray, blue-yellow, gray, achromatic 15%, gray, orange-cyan, gray, achromatic 20%, gray, lime-magenta, gray, achromatic 25%, gray. Order 2 was gray, achromatic 25%, gray, limemagenta, gray, achromatic 20%, gray, orange-cyan, gray, achromatic 15%, gray, blue-yellow, gray, achromatic 10%, gray, red-green, gray, achromatic 4%, gray. 304 volumes were acquired per scan (16/block), and the scan run lasted 10 min 8 s. Scan runs during which blocks defined by order 1 were interleaved with scan runs of order 2.
D. fMRI Analysis: Region of Interest Definition
Vertically and horizontally oriented achromatic checkered wedges that flickered in phase every 1 s were used to determine the vertical and horizontal meridians of V1 following standard retinotopic mapping techniques (Fig. 2) . The stimulus sequence consisted of 32 s of horizontal wedges (99% luminance contrast, occupying 30°visual angle), followed by 32 s of uniform neutral gray, followed by 32 s of vertical wedges (occupying 60°visual angle), followed by 32 s of neutral gray, and so on for a total of four presentations of horizontal wedges and four presentations of vertical wedges. The significance maps comparing fMRI responses to horizontal and vertical wedges were painted on inflated surfaces of each animal's brain and used to define area borders (Fig. 2B) . In separate experiments using the same animals, the representation of the central 3°was determined using blocks of flickering achromatic checkerboards that were either restricted to a 3°disc centered on the fixation dot or to the peripheral visual field outside the central 3°(see Fig. 8 below) . The dotted contour in Fig. 2B shows the boundary of the representation of the central 3°. In other sessions, high-resolution anatomical scans (0.35 mm × 0.35 mm × 0.35 mm voxels) were obtained for each animal while it was lightly sedated. V1 border assignments were verified by comparing the areal boundaries projected on high-resolution anatomical MRIs of M1 and M2 with standard macaque atlas [14] . V1 regions of interest (ROIs) for each monkey projected on the anatomical MRIs are shown in Fig. 2C (red) . ROIs for the LGN were also defined using both functional and anatomical criteria and are shown in Fig. 2C (blue). The numbers of voxels in each ROI are given in Table 3 .
E. fMRI Data Processing
A total of 27,344 functional volumes were obtained during four scan sessions in the two macaques. Each scan session consisted of 19-28 stimulus runs ( Table 3 ). The surfaces of the high-resolution volumes were reconstructed and inflated; functional data were registered to each animal's own anatomical volume. Data analysis was performed using FreeSurfer software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Data were motion corrected with the AFNI motion correction algorithm [15] and were intensity normalized. Spatial smoothing was applied to the inflated maps (FWHM 1.5 mm). More detailed analysis methods are given elsewhere [12, 16, 17] . Time courses (see Figs. 3 and 5) were calculated by first "detrending" the fMRI response. The temporal drift often associated with fMRI signals was modeled by a second-order polynomial:
where xt was the raw fMRI signal and st was the detrended signal. The coefficients a, b, and c were calculated using the Matlab function polyfit. The percentage deviation of the fMRI signal, s 0 t, reported as the y-axis values in the time-course traces, was calculated by
where st, t 1; 2; …N, s is the mean of st, and N is the number of TRs in the experiment.
To quantify the responses for the bar plots, each voxel's activation in each block was calculated by averaging the response during the last 10 TRs within the block (since each block contained 16 TRs, we calculated the mean of the seventh to the sixteenth samples), subtracting the mean response during the corresponding TRs of preceding and following gray blocks, then dividing by the mean response during the corresponding TRs of the preceding and following gray blocks. Selecting data collected during the last two thirds of each block avoided confounds introduced by the hemodynamic delay and ensured an accurate assessment of the peak fMRI response. Suppose that a block of color stimulus was the kth block in a run. The immediately preceding and immediately following blocks were gray. We denote the response to the stimulus as R k , which is the mean of the response during the seventh to the sixteenth samples, and the response to the neighboring gray blocks as R k−1 and R k1 . The percentage signal change of the stimulus block was then defined by
Finally, we restricted our analysis to those voxels with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This was done for three The responses are quantified in the bar plots, which show mean percentage signal changes in each hemisphere ("left," "right") in response to the intermediate colors during Experiments 1 and 2 (the results for Experiment 2 represent the average activity from 13 stimulus presentations (n 13) for M1 and 28 (n 28) for M2; see Table 3 for left-and right-hemisphere ROI voxel numbers). The percent signal change is computed as described in Subsection 2.E. Asterisks represent a significant difference in the magnitude of the response between the conditions (p < 0.05, t-test). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
reasons: first, to account for the possibility of holes in the fMRI signal [18] ; second, to remove stray white matter voxels that may have been introduced during the creation of ROIs, which were created manually on the anatomical templates using the functional retinotopic maps for each animal as a guide; third, to mitigate any imperfections introduced by misalignment in the motion correction and template registration steps. The resulting analysis only included voxels of the top 90% SNR assessed during presentation of achromatic grating stimulus blocks (which should drive V1 strongly). A voxel's SNR was calculated by dividing the mean response by the standard deviation.
F. fMRI Classification Analysis
To quantify the extent to which the neural signals recorded from each ROI were capable of discriminating between the orange-cyan and lime-magenta stimuli on the basis of the response to individual presentations of each stimulus, we used a classification algorithm. Following Brouwer and Heeger [19] we used a maximum likelihood classifier, implemented as the Matlab (MathWorks) function classify with the option "diaglinear;" the advantage of this algorithm is that it runs relatively quickly. It is, however, unlikely to be optimal for the data here because they may not be normally distributed and noise in neighboring voxels is likely to be correlated rather than independent. As a result, the classifier we used will tend to underestimate the extent to which the two stimuli could be discriminated. Corrections for deviations from normality and correlated noise could improve classification performance [19] . Concretely, the input to the analysis was a matrix of percent-change signal values for the voxels with sufficient signal-to-noise (see Subsection 2.E) with nblocks rows and ndims columns. nblocks indexed the total number of orange-cyan and lime-magenta stimulus presentations included in the analysis. ndims 1 when we calculated classification performance based on the average signal averaged spatially across voxels and temporally over samples for the univariate classification (see below), and ndims nvoxels for the spatial pattern classification (see below). One by one, each row of the data matrix was omitted, and the remaining stimulus blocks were used by the algorithm as a "training set" for extracting regularities in the signal to predict the presence of one or the other stimuli. Then the algorithm was used to attempt to predict which of the two stimuli were presented on the omitted stimulus block-the "testing block." When the algorithm finished attempting to predict the identity of every stimulus block, the result of the "leave-one-out" analysis was the percent of blocks that were correctly classified, which provided a simple way to quantify the stimulus-related information available from the signal.
We ran two variants of this analysis. In the univariate analysis, we averaged the signals from samples 7 through 16 of every voxel (ten 2 s samples, the latter two thirds of each block, as described above), such that ndims 1. This analysis reflects information carried by the overall voxel-averaged and time-averaged signal in each ROI, about the difference between orange-cyan and lime-magenta. In the spatial pattern analysis, the data matrix was averaged over samples 7 through 16 from each voxel in each ROI, but the spatial pattern of activity across voxels was preserved. This analysis could reveal information contained in the spatial pattern of activity across voxels, but conversely, overall classification performance could suffer if many of the voxels carry noisy or irrelevant signals that the algorithm is unable to discount. As described in the results, the pattern analyses rarely revealed any additional information, and so we focus on the univariate analysis. We also ran the above classifications using an alternative algorithm designed to minimize "overfitting," which can occur when the data model involves many parameters. A backpropagation network with fivefold cross validation and 12 hidden units failed to improve univariate or pattern classification as compared to the simple maximum likelihood classifier, suggesting that the classification performances are limited by the data rather than the classification algorithm. The results of this subsequent analysis are not presented.
To quantify the statistical significance of our overall classification results, mean classification performances were compared to each other by a two-tailed t-test or to chance performance of 50% by one-tailed t-test, using the variability over eight recording sessions in two animals.
G. Single-Unit Recording in Alert Macaque V1
The physiological data analyzed in the present report were collected as part of a larger study not involving M1 and M2 [20, 21] ; detailed experimental methods describing the design of the experiment, the visual stimuli, recording procedures, and data analysis are described in these earlier papers. Here we provide a brief description of the visual stimuli adapted from these papers.
Cone-isolating stimuli were used to evaluate the cone inputs. These stimuli were presented under neutral-adapting conditions produced by a neutral gray background. In any given frame two small colored patches appeared; the location of the patches was confined to a stimulation region about 3°a cross centered on the receptive field. One of the patches increased a given cone's activity, while the other decreased it (compared to activity elicited in the cones by the neutraladapting background). Because the cone-isolating stimuli had spatial structure (small patches), the resulting analysis enabled a direct evaluation of the spatial organization of the cone inputs. To generate the stimuli, small patches of the background were replaced with a color that altered the activity of a single cone class at a time using silent substitution. A "" stimulus increased the activity of the respective cone; a "−" stimulus decreased it. The six cone-isolating stimuli used were as follows (CIE: x, y, luminance in cd∕m2): The adapting background for all experiments was 0.318, 0.271, 25; mean luminance was 25 cd∕m2). The cone fundamentals of Stockman and Sharpe [22] were used to estimate cone activity. L and M stimuli were calculated to have equal Michelson's contrast, as follows:
where L is the L cone activity produced by the L stimulus, and L bk is the activity of the L cone produced by the neutral background. The M, L, M−, and L− stimuli each had 17% contrast. The S and S− stimuli each had 41% contrast.
The patches were between 0.25°and 0.75°square; within a given frame, the two patches had no fixed spatial relationship to each other from one frame to the next. The size of the patches was chosen to be the smallest that still reliably elicited responses. Both patches were the same size and were the same size for all cone stimuli, for a given cell. In any given frame, the two patches could be displayed anywhere relative to each other at 0.06°pixel resolution within a stimulation window between 2.25°and 4.5°square centered on the receptive field. If the patches overlapped, the overlap region appeared as the adapting gray. Enough stimuli were presented so that all locations within the stimulation window were sampled evenly; on average, five presentations were delivered to each pixel location; stimulus runs were on an average 17.5 min per cone map (range of 2-55 min). The same stimulus run (and spike train) was used to generate the response maps for both spots, which was possible because the presentation position of the two spots was independent (the two spots had no consistent spatial relationship from frame to frame). While generating the response map for one of the spots, the activity produced by the other spot was averaged uniformly throughout the map. This average activity, which is common to both and − maps, is removed during analysis by considering only the difference in activity between the two maps. The stimulus durations were 34-68 ms (two to four frames). The same stimulus duration was used to generate all maps for a given cell. The spatial maps were unaffected by the choice of stimulus duration. From a continuous history of spike timing and stimulus presentation, the average response to each stimulus at each location in the stimulation window was determined; the spatial map at the peak response is given in the present report (see Fig. 9A below) .
RESULTS
A. V1 Shows a Stronger fMRI Response to Orange-Cyan than Lime-Magenta Figure 3 shows the mean fMRI response to orange-cyan and lime-magenta stimuli within the LGN and V1 for the two animals tested and the two fMRI experiments that were run (animal "M1" in Fig. 3A ; animal "M2" in Fig. 3B ). The two fMRI experiments we ran differed in the order in which the stimuli blocks were presented, in the colors that comprised the blocks not analyzed in the present report, and in the magnitude of the cone contrast and mean luminance of the stimuli, as indicated in Tables 1 and 2 and illustrated in Fig. 1 . The left panels in Fig. 3 show the time course of the fMRI response from Experiment 1, of each animal's entire V1 and LGN (combining left and right hemispheres). As described below, the right panels (bar plots) in Fig. 3 quantify the responses of the averaged activity from both experiments during the orange-cyan and lime-magenta blocks, for each of the two animal's left and right hemispheres separately. We show the results for the two hemispheres of each animal separately in order to show how reproducible the results are within a given animal's brain. There were no major differences in the results obtained between a given animal's two hemispheres, and results combining both hemispheres are shown in Figs. 4-8, as described below.
For M1, the time-course traces shown in Fig. 3 represent the average activity of 2340 voxels (V1) and 97 voxels (LGN) from 24 stimulus presentations; while for M2, the traces were generated from 19 stimulus presentations, averaging over 1404 voxels (V1) and 56 voxels (LGN). Note that a negative MION signal corresponds to an increase in the conventional BOLD fMRI signal. To facilitate a comparison with BOLD, the y axis in all the time-course traces presented in Fig. 3 (and Fig. 5 ) have been inverted: an upward deflection corresponds to a decrease in MION signal and an increase in neural activity. In all the time-course traces shown in Fig. 3 (for both LGN and V1), there are eight deflections, each corresponding to a stimulus block during which a grating was presented (see Fig. 1B ). Between each block of grating stimulation, during presentation of the uniform neutral gray block, the neural response returned to baseline.
In the present analysis, we focus on the response to stimulus blocks during which the animals were shown orange-cyan gratings or lime-magenta gratings. For fMRI Experiment 1 these occurred during the sixth and eighth stimulus blocks (indicated in the time-course traces of Fig. 3 by gray shading). As described in Section 1, these colors were carefully chosen to elicit the same spatiotemporally averaged activity of the presumed LGN chromatic channels and are defined by the intermediate axes in the DKL color space. The LGN traces (topleft panels in Figs. 3A and 3B) are noisier than the V1 traces (bottom-left panels in Figs. 3A and 3B), which is not surprising given that the LGN is buried deep in the brain, relatively far away from the MR coils, and it consists of many fewer voxels. Despite this, the LGN shows clear deflections in signal response that correspond to the various stimulus blocks, showing that fMRI can be used to extract meaningful signals from the LGN. The V1 time-course trace is less noisy than the LGN trace and, for both M1 (Fig. 3A) and M2 (Fig. 3B) , shows a higher peak during the orange-cyan block than during the limemagenta block. The responses are quantified in the bar plots shown in the left panels of Fig. 3 
(see Subsection 2.E).
The LGN responses to orange-cyan and lime-magenta for both experiments in the two animals were statistically indistinguishable (top bar plots in Figs. 3A and 3B ; t-test p 0.14, M1, Experiment 1; p 0.58, M2, Experiment 1;p 0.31, M1, Experiment 2; and p 0.81, M2, Experiment 2). The V1 responses, on the other hand, were significantly different: the response to orange-cyan blocks was higher (bottom bar plots in Figs. 3A and 3B ). This was true for both animals, in both fMRI experiments and for both hemispheres (t-test p 0.01, M1, Experiment 1; p 0.0003, M1, Experiment 2; LGN, p 0.27 (t-test). and p 0.0015, M2, Experiment 2), with the exception of the left hemisphere of M2, where the trend was consistent but not significant (t-test, p 0.1). The subtle discrepancy between the two animals may be attributed to the smaller number of voxels comprising V1 in M2 (see Table 3 ).
To test whether the results from the individual experiments and individual hemispheres are representative, we determined the average response during the orange-cyan block and during the lime-magenta from both monkeys (all four hemispheres) and both experiments. Consistent with the analysis of the single experiments and single hemispheres shown in Fig. 3 , the grand average showed that V1 had a greater magnitude fMRI response to orange-cyan than lime-magenta (p 0.02), while the LGN did not (p 0.27) (Fig. 4) .
Although the LGN showed no statistically significant difference between the response magnitude to orange-cyan and lime-magenta, we observe a trend in the bar plots: as for V1, the response magnitude for orange-cyan was generally higher than that for lime-magenta. This was true in all conditions except for one LGN of one monkey in one experiment (the left LGN of M1 during Experiment 2) and is also reflected in the grand average (Fig. 4) .
The relatively higher response to orange-cyan over limemagenta can also be appreciated in the left panels of Fig. 5 , which show the average time course of the response for each experiment (Experiment 1, Fig. 5A; Experiment 2, Fig. 5B ), averaging the data from both hemispheres of both animals. The deflection of the trace during the orange-cyan blocks is higher than the deflection of the trace during the limemagenta blocks, for both experiments (t-test p 0.0002, Experiment 1; t-test p 0.002, Experiment 2 averaging data from both orders). Fig. 3, left panel) of the mean fMRI time course within V1 (both hemispheres) averaged across animals for each experiment (n 43 stimulus presentations for Experiment 1 and n 41 stimulus presentations for Experiment 2). Right panels show the absolute value of mean fMRI percent signal change (see Subsection 2.E) of V1 to the four colored blocks, which correspond to the four DKL chromatic axes depicted in Fig. 1 . Distance from the origin in the polar plots indicates the absolute magnitude of the percent signal change calculated as in the bar plots shown in Fig. 3 . A. Results of Experiment 1. B. Results of Experiment 2, which was conducted with two orders consisting of different temporal sequences of colored blocks (see Fig. 1 ).
The two experiments involved different temporal sequences of stimulus blocks (see Fig. 1B ), which enabled us to evaluate whether the difference in response magnitude to the different color conditions is simply a function of the time during the scan when the color appears (as might be the case for a neural adaptation effect). But switching the order of the colored blocks did not affect the result: responses to orangecyan were higher than to lime-magenta when orange-cyan appeared first (t-test p 8 × 10 −5 , combining Experiment 1 and order 1 of Experiment 2) and also when it appeared second (t-test p 0.002, Experiment 2 order 2). Therefore the difference in response magnitude between the intermediate color conditions cannot be attributed to some form of selective adaptation during the stimulus presentation but rather to the color that comprised the stimulus.
The right panels of Fig. 5 show polar plots in which the distance from the center of the plot corresponds to the magnitude (absolute value) of the fMRI response (percent signal change, as described in Subsection 2.E) to each color, and the angle corresponds to color of the stimulus as shown in the DKL color space given in Fig. 1 . The polar plots are necessarily symmetric since the stimuli were heterochromatic gratings: the response assigned to "orange" is equivalent to the response to "cyan" as both were determined by the response to the orange-cyan heterochromatic grating (similarly for the other color pairs). The shape of the polar plot is elongated along the orange-cyan axis in Experiment 1 and Experiment Response histograms for M2. In both animals, the distribution of responses was more negative (corresponding to higher neural activity with MION) to orange-cyan than to lime-magenta (t-test, M1, p 2.2 × 10 −9 ; M2, p 0.004). Fig. 7 . Single-trial orange-cyan versus lime-magenta classification performance, by brain region, for univariate classification conducted on the basis of the voxel-averaged signal in each area, averaged over both hemispheres and two recording sessions in each of two monkeys (i.e., n 8 data sets for each area). Each bar represents the mean percent of stimulus blocks that were correctly classified; error bars denote the standard error. The dashed line represents chance performance (50% correct). The asterisk indicates a p < 0.05 of achieving that classification performance by chance (unpaired t-test). Fig. 8 . Both central and peripheral V1 show larger fMRI responses to orange-cyan than lime-magenta. Central and peripheral representations were determined in an experiment during which a block of flickering checker dartboards (1 Hz) restricted to the central 3°of the visual field was alternated with a block of flickering checker dartboards restricted to peripheral regions outside of this central region. Higher functional activation elicited during the 3°stimulus was used to define the central 3°representation. Magnitude of fMRI responses to lime-magenta and orange-cyan were evaluated in both the central ROI and the peripheral ROI. Bar plots show the mean fMRI percent signal change (see Subsection 2.E) averaged across both animals, both hemispheres, and both experiments (1 and 2) (n 84 stimulus presentations), with error bars representing one standard error (p 0.05 for the central 3°and p 0.005 for the peripheral). See Table 3 for voxel and presentation numbers.
2, again showing that V1 had a stronger response to orangecyan over lime-magenta.
As described in Subsection 2.C, for both experiments the orange-cyan and lime-magenta stimuli were matched in cone contrast, although for Experiment 1 the ratio of L − M cone contrast of the L − M stimulus (red-green) to the S contrast of the S stimulus (blue-yellow) was higher than for Experiment 2 (see Table 2 ). The polar plots show a relative elongation along the L − M (horizontal) axis in Experiment 1 compared to Experiment 2, which is likely attributed to this discrepancy between the two stimulus conditions. Note that the relatively stronger response to the orange-cyan colors over the lime-magenta colors is preserved despite these differences. In addition, we note that, for both experiments, the relative response to the L − M cardinal axis is considerably stronger than the response to the S cardinal axis: even though the S cone contrast of the blue-yellow stimulus was about 4× as strong as the L − M cone contrast of the red-green stimulus, the response to the red-green stimulus was larger (Experiment 1) or only slightly smaller (Experiment 2) than the response to the blue-yellow stimulus.
To enable a closer comparison with the results of Goddard et al. [3] , in Fig. 6 we show histograms of the fMRI responses of V1 in the two monkeys during orange-cyan and limemagenta stimulation, combining responses from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Each count in the histogram represents the response of all V1 voxels during a given sample (one TR). As elsewhere, we only analyzed responses during the latter two thirds of each stimulus block, corresponding to the seventh through sixteenth TR of each block. Figure 6A shows the response histograms for M1; Fig. 6B shows the response histograms for M2. The more negative MION signals (indicative of stronger responses) are plotted to the right of "0" in the histograms. For both animals, the best-fit curve representing the response to orange-cyan is shifted to the right relative to the curve representing the response to lime-magenta (t-test M1, p 2 × 10 −9 ; M2, p 6 × 10 −4 ).
B. Classification Analysis
We applied a classification algorithm in an attempt to predict which of the two intermediate color-axis stimuli were presented on individual blocks, on the basis of the functional signals from that block. The percent of blocks correctly classified as orange-cyan or lime-magenta by the algorithm provides a lower bound on the information about these stimuli available in real time from the neural signals in each ROI (V1 or LGN), as described in Subsection 2.F. Figure 7 shows univariate classification results pooled across hemispheres and imaging sessions in the two animals. The average LGN performance does not differ significantly from chance, but the average V1 performance is significant in both animals (p < 0.05, t-test). These results support the conclusion that differences in mean V1 signal amplitude between the two stimuli are available for informing perceptual discriminations.
We also conducted a spatial pattern classification analysis on both pooled data and on data obtained from individual hemispheres for each experiment (analysis not shown). This analysis failed to reveal more information as compared to that revealed by the univariate mean signal classification. The one exception was the left hemisphere in M2, in which the pattern classification (66% correct) was significantly above chance by permutation test in one session (95% confidence level) (data not shown).
C. Central versus Peripheral Stimulation
To determine whether the stronger response to orange-cyan over lime-magenta was present throughout the visual field, we determined the voxels of V1 representing the central 3°o f the visual field and those representing peripheral regions from 3°to 20.5°eccentric in the horizontal direction and 16.5°i n the vertical direction (the monitor display was 41°× 31°, and the fixation point was centered in the display). These ROIs were generated using the results from a separate set of experiments conducted in the same animals (see Subsection 2.D). Figure 8 shows the magnitude of the responses to the orange-cyan blocks and the lime-magenta blocks for the central ROI (left bar plots) and the peripheral ROI (right bar plots). For both ROIs, the orange-cyan response is stronger than the lime-magenta response (central 3°, p 0.05; peripheral, p 0.005). Figure 8 also shows that the representation of the peripheral visual field had a higher response than the representation of the central 3°to both orange-cyan and lime-magenta. This may be attributed to a better match between the spatial frequency of the stimulus and the receptive-field size of peripheral neurons. The stimulus had a fixed, relatively low, spatial frequency across the visual field, yet the size of receptive fields of V1 neurons scales across the visual field-neurons representing the fovea have smaller receptive fields than those representing the periphery-so the stimulus would only have been of optimal spatial frequency for a restricted region of V1, likely outside the central 3°.
D. Single-Unit Analysis
The two-dimensional spatial and temporal organization of the cone inputs to double-opponent cells in V1 of macaque monkeys has been characterized [20, 21] . Curiously the results show a consistent pattern: rather than a uniform distribution of relative cone activations that would predict a wide range of color preferences among double-opponent cells, most of these cells showed L cone activation pitted against a combination of M and S input. This result was originally described by Conway [20] and has since been confirmed by several groups [21, [23] [24] [25] [26] . More recently this pattern has also been seen in the S-OFF cells of the LGN [24, 27, 28] . Receptive fields from six double-opponent cells are shown in Fig. 9A ; each plot shows the receptive field of each cone type mapped using sparse-noise cone-isolating stimuli and reverse correlation (see Subsection 2.G). In these plots, red depicts increased activation, and blue depicts suppression. In general, regions of each cell's receptive field that were excited by L cones were suppressed by M and S cones, while regions that were excited by M cones were excited by S cones and suppressed by L cones.
We quantified the inputs of the sample of cone-opponent cells described in [21] in which the responses to all three cone inputs were determined; the results are plotted in the DKL color space defined by the cardinal chromatic mechanisms (Fig. 9B) . Most of the cone-opponent V1 cells fall in quadrants I and III, showing a correlation between the L − M signals and the S signals (p < 0.0001; r 2 0.25); this distribution is consistent with the pattern described for the example cells in Fig. 9A . The alignment of S inputs with M inputs is surprising: one might have predicted that, if L − M opponent neurons received any S-cone input at all, it would align with the L input to account for the reddish quality of short-wave light [29] . Instead the combination of cone inputs is predicted by the daylight axis, shown in Fig. 9C projected onto the CIE color diagram. That the S stimulus aligns with that of the M stimulus (and not the L stimulus) cannot be attributed to a luminance artifact of some kind that might pair S with M, since the M and L stimuli have the same luminance sign.
DISCUSSION
We used fMRI to measure macaque LGN and V1 color-tuning responses to chromatic stimulation defined by the DKL color space; in addition, we analyzed the responses to coneisolating stimuli of single cone-opponent neurons recorded extracellularly in macaque V1. Results from both fMRI and single-unit electrophysiology showed that V1 responds more strongly to orange-cyan intermediate colors than to limemagenta intermediate colors. As we describe below, this tuning bias may represent an adaptation to daylight: V1, and especially the double-opponent cells, may function to extract spatial information from the color boundaries that are correlated with scene-structure cues, such as shadows lit by ambient blue sky and surfaces illuminated by sunshine. If true, these results raise the curious possibility that doubleopponent cells have as much (or more) to do with perception of spatial information as they do with color appearance. This Fig. 9 . The combination of cone inputs to cone-opponent cells in macaque V1 is predicted by the color of daylight. A. Each row shows for a single cell the spatial receptive-field response, at the peak time-to-response, to selective modulation of each cone class by itself. Receptive fields were in the near parafovea (∼5°). The panels for cells 4-6 are reproduced from Conway and Livingstone [21] . B. Receptive-field center responses of the population of recorded cone-opponent cells (N 57) plotted in cardinal chromatic coordinates; the receptive-field center was defined as the receptive-field subregion with the largest magnitude response. L minus M values were significantly negatively correlated with S values (p < 0.0001; r 2 0.25). For each cell we measured the response to six cone-isolating stimuli. These stimuli resulted in a selective increase or decrease in the activity of a single cone type. To determine each cone's response, the responses to stimuli that decreased the cone's activity were subtracted from the response to stimuli that increased the cone's activity. The values plotted on the x axis (L − M) were determined by subtracting the M-cone response from the L-cone response. Inset shows the DKL color space. C. The standard 1931 CIE color diagram showing the daylight axis (left) and a standard color space defined in cardinal retinal chromatic coordinates (right). might be surprising to some who consider spatial information to depend largely on color-blind luminance channels (which, the argument goes, is why scene structure is vivid in a blackand-white movie).
For the fMRI experiments, we focused our analysis on the responses to colors modulated along the two intermediate axes, which have been described as lime-magenta and orange-cyan [3] . These two heterochromatic stimuli would theoretically elicit the same combined response from the canonical subcortical (LGN) L − M and S channels [3] . We found that stimuli modulated along the orange-cyan axis evoked larger fMRI responses in V1 than the responses evoked by stimuli modulated along the lime-magenta axis, whereas responses in LGN were statistically indistinguishable for the two stimuli-a difference in response in V1 to stimulation of the two intermediate axes has been interpreted as showing that V1 recombines the chromatic signals from the two canonical subcortical channels of the LGN [3] . Our experiments do not rule this out, although as described below, we may have undersampled the LGN response, and the color bias seen in V1 may turn out to be inherited from the LGN. A classification analysis revealed that V1 signals from individual stimulus presentations were sufficient to discriminate between these two stimuli at significantly better-than-chance performance. For the singleunit experiments, we evaluated the cone inputs of single cone-opponent cells. Consistent with the fMRI results, linear combinations of the responses to cone-isolating stimuli yielded stronger predicted responses to contrasts defined by the intermediate orange-cyan axis than by the lime-magenta axis (Fig. 9B) ; indeed the combination of cone inputs suggests these neurons are tuned along the orange-cyan axis. This result suggests the possibility that the stronger fMRI response in V1 to orange-cyan over lime-magenta is driven by a subset of V1 neurons, namely the cone-opponent cells, many of which are double opponent [20, 21] . Both the single-cell results and the fMRI results confirm the presence of noncardinal color sensitivities in macaque V1, specifically the bias for orange-cyan among cone-opponent V1 cells [20, 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] .
The cone-opponent cells constitute only a relatively small subset of V1 cells (estimates vary from 3%-10% [20, 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] ). Can the color bias measured with fMRI be attributed to this small population of V1 cells? Possibly: as Heeger et al. have argued [30] , relatively large fMRI responses can be driven by small changes in mean firing rate, which could be brought about by large modulations in the firing rate of a small population of neurons. The spatial frequency of the stimulus we used was relatively low (2.9 cycles∕deg, drifting at 0.75 cycle∕s), and would have been better matched to the relatively large receptive fields of V1 cone-opponent cells than it would have been to the majority of V1 neurons. Moreover, the chromatic stimuli we used lacked luminance contrast. Such equiluminant stimuli elicit robust responses from V1 coneopponent cells but are not optimal for most V1 neurons, which fire vigorously to luminance contrast [31] . Taken together, the stimulus properties would be expected to elicit larger responses from cone-opponent cells than from most other neurons in V1. Thus, it would seem plausible that the fMRI bias for orange-cyan we measured was driven by cone-opponent neurons.
The fMRI results we obtained with monkeys are at odds with fMRI results in humans, which show a bias for lime-magenta over orange-cyan [3] . The discrepancy in the results of the two studies may point to a species difference, although these two species have often been assumed to be essentially homologous [32, 33] and macaque monkeys have exactly the same cone photoreceptors as humans [34] . But the two species do not have identical preretinal filtering mechanisms [35] , and these differences (especially of macular pigmentation) may introduce differences in the cone contrasts of stimuli presented to the cones. The results shown in Fig. 8 suggest that differences in prefiltering pigments are unlikely to be the cause of the color bias we observe since the bias is present following stimulation of the central visual field and stimulation of the peripheral visual field (Fig. 8 ), yet the retina corresponding to these two regions of visual field differs sharply in the amount of macular pigmentation. Besides potential species differences, there are methodological differences between the two studies. In the present report, the stimuli consisted of drifting vertical gratings that were equiluminant with the adapting background, whereas Goddard et al. [3] used stimuli, with circular organization (designed to match retinal receptive fields at varying eccentricities), that were not equiluminant. In addition, our study employed higherresolution fMRI and MR contrast agents. But it is not clear to us how any of these differences could account for the difference in the results between the two studies.
A. LGN Responses
Our finding that LGN responses do not distinguish limemagenta from orange-cyan contrasts is consistent with the long-established understanding that noncardinal mechanisms are absent or negligible in LGN [2, 36] . Since the two intermediate color-axis stimuli were designed to activate the cardinal channels equally, one expects an equal LGN response to these two stimuli. On the other hand, our classifier results represent a lower bound on the stimulus-related information available in the neural signal in a given area, and we did observe a nonsignificant trend toward better-than-chance classifier performance in some recording sessions; this trend was consistent with one found for the magnitude of the responses in LGN-most of the bar plots in Fig. 3 show a higher response to orange-cyan than lime-magenta. That this trend did not reach significance may be a function of the small number of voxels in the LGN and the lower signal-to-noise of LGN fMRI responses (structures deep in the brain like the LGN will show lower fMRI SNR). Such a trend is consistent with the existence of LGN cells that show noncardinal tuning, specifically tuning comprising L signals pitted against a combination of M S. As described above, such cells have recently been described in the LGN of macaques [28] . This leaves open the possibility that the noncardinal tuning seen in V1 (in both fMRI responses and cone-opponent single-unit recording responses) is inherited by V1 from the LGN.
B. Classification Analysis
Our classification analysis revealed noncardinal color contrast information available in V1 on single stimulus presentations, which could inform real-time perceptual representations. The pattern of classifier performance was consistent with the pattern of mean activations observed in the two animals, in that mean signals in LGN were indistinguishable by the classifier, while the single-block mean signal for V1 of both monkeys significantly discriminated the orange-cyan from the lime-magenta stimuli. These performances mirror the pattern of overlap between error bars on the mean response to each stimulus (Fig. 3) . With the statistically significant exception of M2's left hemisphere during one of two imaging sessions, in general the classification performed on the basis of the spatial pattern of voxel activations did not perform as well as the univariate classification conducted on the basis of the mean signal in each area. This is another difference between our study and Goddard et al. [3] : Goddard et al. report improved stimulus predictions using pattern classification. This might be attributed to their more effective classification algorithm, but we found that a backpropagation algorithm with fivefold cross validation designed to avoid overfitting problems common with large-dimensional data sets still did not improve classification of our data. This suggests that our classification's performances are limited by the data rather than the algorithm, which could be resolved by obtaining a larger data set in the monkeys. Alternatively, the difference might be accounted for in terms of differences in voxel size or imaging sensitivity between the two studies. Resolution of this awaits a comprehensive study of the spatial scale of color representations in humans and macaques.
C. V1 Color-Tuning Bias and the Daylight Axis
The color-tuning bias we find in V1 corresponds more or less to the daylight axis. Figure 9C shows the standard CIE 1931 color-space plot, in which the location of the spectral colors is depicted along the margins of the horseshoe; spectral samples from daylight are also plotted (daylight inset adapted from Fig. 2 in [37] ), along with the two cardinal chromatic axes [2] . Under viewing conditions adapted to the color at the center of the CIE plot (neutral), at the intersection of the cardinal axes, the daylight axis progresses along colors that oppose L signals against M S signals, the same bias found in our fMRI results and found in the cone inputs of V1 cone-opponent cells (Fig. 9B) .
Most of the cone-opponent cells in our population of recorded cells had receptive fields that showed both spatial and chromatic (i.e., "double") opponency, a structure that has been thought to contribute to the neural mechanisms that discount the spectral bias of the illuminant and lead to color constancy [20, 38, 39] . The combination of cone inputs of this population suggests that these cells would respond to chromatic boundaries formed by the colors of daylight (e.g., orange-blue boundaries), which are most closely approximated by those of the (so-called) orange-cyan intermediate axis. Note that the color names assigned to the orange-cyan axis are not representative of the perception of most observers-the axis is better described as "yellowish-orange and blue." An analysis of natural scenes shows that chromatic contrasts formed by the colors corresponding to the daylight axis are surprisingly common, even when sky is discounted [40] . Our results therefore suggest that V1 is adapted specifically to the diurnal chromatic conditions under which the visual system evolved.
But what function might sensitivity to orange-blue boundaries serve? Under natural daylight, objects are not illuminated uniformly. Because the sun is a single source of illumination, it will cast shadows that will be illuminated by diffuse ambient blue skylight, which reflect relatively higher power in the shorter wavelengths compared to sunilluminated surfaces. Thus orange-blue boundaries could represent a meaningful cue to scene structure since they would indicate shadows and allow a representation of shape from shading. Indeed, the powerful role of color to inform scene structure is evident in many impressionist paintings. A notable example is Claude Monet's Wheatstacks (End of Summer), painted in 1890-1891 (The Art Institute of Chicago). The chromatic bias of V1 further suggests that orange-blue contrasts should be more salient than other chromatic pairings, which has recently been demonstrated for human observers [41] and may account for the ubiquity of the orange-blue palette in movie advertisements [42] . Interestingly, observers report that contrasts associated with the daylight axis in natural scenes are most pleasing [43] .
The physiological results presented here are compatible with human psychophysical data showing a greater contribution of adaptable mechanisms tuned to orange-cyan than to lime-magenta [44] . Additionally, the results are not incompatible with earlier reports showing that humans have higher thresholds to colors along the cardinal blue-yellow (S) axis [45] . In fact, the fMRI results reflect this observation: the responses to colors modulated along the S cardinal axis were smaller (Fig. 5A ) or only slightly larger (Fig. 5B) than the responses to colors modulated along the L − M cardinal axis even though the cone contrast of the S stimulus was substantially higher than the cone contrast of the L − M stimulus (see Table 2 ). But our results do seem to be at odds with other findings, namely psychophysical results in humans showing that orange-cyan contrasts are less salient than lime-magenta contrasts in visual search tasks [46] and still other results showing that human discrimination thresholds are lowest along an axis closer to the lime-magenta axis than to the orange-cyan axis [47] . Coupled with the observation that a circle from a uniform color space plotted in DKL appears stretched along the orange-cyan axis, such observations would seem to suggest that adaptation to the natural world has brought about less sensitivity to those colors of highest contrast in nature, specifically colors along the daylight axis [48] . It remains unclear how to reconcile this paradox. One possibility is that the single-unit responses, which could conceivably drive the monkey fMRI results we observe (as discussed above), may be implicated in extracting spatial information like shape from shadows from color signals, rather than simply mediating color experience.
